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30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

Concerned that the installation of permanent soccer goals has
been changed from high priority to low priority. Concerned
about the process by which the change occurred and that
Broome Soccer Association were not consulted about the
change.

Tom Hulse

Secretary

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

As a Broome resident I would like to put forth my support in the
installation of permanent football goals at the BRAC facility as a
high priority for the safety of players which include children,
officials and spectators.
We should be able to include all sports that hold a high
participation rate and one that has such a high organisational
involvement of volunteers.
The portable goals the club currently use are a health and safety
risk to the hundreds of community members who participate in
soccer in Broome.
My daughter has benefitted greatly from the opportunities
provided by Broome Soccer Association to participate in soccer,
develop her coaching skills and travel to Perth representing
Broome and to Singapore representing Country WA. I cringe
every time I watch the goals being carried across the pitch by
young players and teenage coaches and ask the Shire to make
the installation of permanent soccer goals at BRAC a high
priority.
As a young athlete, an active member of the Broome Soccer
Association and a long standing player and volunteer coach, and
member of the Broome Talent Development Program I support
Broome Soccer Association in its request for permanent football
goal posts to be erected at the BRAC facility. I have personally
carried the current goals about twice a week for the past ten
years and the physical strain is demanding and the process is
unsafe. There have been numerous occasions during which a
friend of mine or myself have hurt themselves trying to carry
the heavy equipment across the oval. I urge the Shire of Broome
to consider making permanent goal posts a high priority.
The installation of permanent football (soccer) goals at the BRAC
facility is a high priority for safety of players, officials and
spectators, regardless of other benefits such as volunteer load
and longevity of equipment.
Under the FIFA Laws of the Game, transportable goals do not
meet the requirements of Law 1 unless they are firmly secured
to the ground. Given the hardness of the fields at BRAC this is
virtually impossible.

Marika Daniele

Member of
public

Member of
public

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Laura
Handscombe

Member of
public

Member of
public

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Ulani Hayter
Otaola

Member

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Jamie Harnwell

Head of
Development

Football West

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Broome
Basketball
Association
1.3.19 Future
Pavilion and viewing
areas to oval.

Feedback on
coaching support.

30/11/2018 Feedback on
purpose built facility
for dance,
gymnastics and
circus.
30/11/2018 Feedback on
Independent club.

30/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

Decision to move permanent soccer goals to a low priority is
unjustified and should be reconsidered. The process through
which an individual Councillor reaches conclusions used to
justify amendment lacks transparency and details, undermines
the costly engagement of private consultancy used in planning
and denies procedural fairness for right of reply.
Soccer had the largest mini roos program in Australia in 2016
and is one of the top four sports in Broome.
All other major codes have fixed goals with the exception of
soccer. Portable goals are expensive, susceptible to damage and
pose significant risk to health when transporting.
Replacing the flooring of the indoor courts, installation of airconditioning should be a high priority. In the wet season
basketball competition the heat can be a major health and
safety risk to all participants as the level of humidity is so high.

Development of a stronger club atmosphere of the Australian
Rules Football clubs in Broome. I think this would be most
effectively achieved through the construction of club houses for
the hosting of social club events, such as presentations nights.
This would give the club members and players a place to call
their own, creating a sense of pride and belonging within the
club itself.
I believe the Shire of Broome should have further educating the
coaches from all sports in Broome. Funding them so that they
can complete adequate coaching courses would assist them in
their roles with their respective clubs. As the level of coaching
increased so to would the quality of junior participants
ultimately leading to an increase in the level of athletes being
produced in the Broome sporting scene.
Supports inclusion of a purpose built facility for dance,
gymnastics or circus as a high priority. These activities cater to
hundreds of families within the Shire and have given many
people in Broome experience of success on a national stage and
should be fostered to provide more opportunities.
Needs to include more reference to Sandfly Circus needs
beyond simply recognising them, and include a plan to
guarantee future certainly. Highlights the risks associated with
operating Theatre Kimberley out of BRAC. Organisation has
similar membership to Squash club but unable to use air
conditioning. Storage is also an issue particularly when centre is
used as a cyclone shelter. Civic Centre is not an appropriate
venue. An indoor basketball court would compromise the
Sandfly Circus program. Would require own purpose built
facility and has potential to grow similar to Broome Performing
Arts Co. PCYC could be an option but would not be able to colocate with basketball. Suggests moving all basketball to BRAC
and setting up Theatre Kimberley at PCYC.
Supportive of including fixed permanent soccer goals as a high
priority as safety of our children and anyone else should be the
first thing on the radar.

Michael Dawson President

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Sean Williams

Member of
public

Installation of an indoor basketball court
is listed by the Consultants as a high
priority.

That the submission be noted.

The need for a clubhouse at the BRAC
fields was identified by the consultant as a
low priority.

That the submission be noted.

The Shire of Broome offers funding for
community development initiatives
through its Community Sponsorship
program. Clubs are encouraged to apply.

That the submission be noted.

Member of
public

Clancy
McDowell

Member of
public

Member of
public

Meredith Bell

Artistic
Director

Theatre
Kimberley

Exploring opportunities to link Kimberley
Theatre to PCYC and move basketball
programs to BRAC has merit. The
Department of Local Government, Sport
and Cultural Industries and State Sporting
Associations are responsible for
developing coaches.

That the submission is noted and a
meeting is organised between Sam
and Aletta at a suitable time.

Member of
public

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Vanessa Klunder Parent

That the submission is noted.

30/11/2018 General feedback
on plan.

Notes that the plan focuses on infrastructure but does not
incorporate reference to programs or people (volunteers,
coaches, officials) and list of organisations that do exist.
Clearer reference to independent clubs so they understand the
need to self-fund. These clubs will require business cases.
No direction on provision of future allocation of public open
space.
Opportunity to include other clubs projects in their own right.
Gymnastics and PCYC. Would prefer Shire to support PCYC hub.

Kristina
Dickman

Regional
Manager
Kimberley.

Department of
Local
Government,
Sport and
Cultural
Industries.

Reference to sport specific clubs is
covered in Category Three Sport Specific
Clubs. Reference to Club Development is
covered as part of the existing Philosophy
and Rationale.

That the submission be noted.

30/11/2018 1.3.19 Future
Pavilion and viewing
areas to oval.

Suggests a focus on amenities at BRAC including increased
shade, remodelling of change rooms, increased spectator banks
at Father McMahon Sports Field. A scoping study for the
possible inclusion of clubrooms and grandstand in between the
BRAC fields could be undertaken by Football if required. Would
also support a steering committee to look into this.
Indicates that the West Kimberley Football League and West
Australian Football Commission are able to manage parking and
view the lightning upgrade as a higher priority than any parking
and pavilion upgrades.
Supports the installation of floodlights to Nipper Roe Sports
Field as a high priority.
Suggestions for facility needs for short to medium term include:
Adjustable backboard systems, improved ventilation and air
conditioning, resurface flooring in stadium, install spectator
seating.
Suggestions for facility needs for long term include additional
indoor courts, sprung floor in stadium.

Eamon Rice

Kimberley
Development
Officer

West
Australian
Football
Commission

The need for shade and improved
amenities was identified by the consultant
as a medium and low priorities.

That the submission be noted.

The need for upgraded LUX levels at
Haynes Oval was identified by the
consultant as a high priority.

That the submission be noted and
lightning upgrading at Hayne Oval
returned to a high priority replacing
upgrades to Haynes Oval.

Ventilation is often commented upon as a
critical need for the stadium. Adjustable
backboards would provide better and
safer environment for junior training and
development. Spectator seating is
budgeted in 2017/18. The resurfacing of
the stadium floor is listed as a high priority
and is in the Corporate Business Plan.
Large fans to assist air movement would
be beneficial for both sport and the centre
as the emergency shelter. The need for
additional courts is considered to be a
potential need, but outside of the 10 year
scope of this plan and is noted in 9.3.4.
Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

Include the adjustable backboards
and fans as high priority items.
Retain the resurfacing of the indoor
stadium courts as a high priority
item and maintain the potential for
additional indoor courts into the
future beyond the scope of the
plan.

The gymnastics club was invited to be a
part of the consultation a number of times
through phone and email. Due to the lack
of response the need as identified in this
submission was not considered in this
report.

That item 9.3.6 be amended to
include the need to assist
gymnastics in finding a location to
operate from in a facility that
better fits their needs. Potential for
co location in a separate external
facility.

9.2.2 Haynes Oval
Lighting upgrade to
150 lux.

Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Broome
Basketball
Association

Grant Astles

Vice President

Broome
Basketball
Association

30/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of the squash court/multipurpose space being a high
courts/multipurpose priority project.
space

Craig Starcevich

Committee
member

Broome
Squash Club

30/11/2018 Pearl Coast
Gymnastics
considerations

Ken Goatley

President

Pearl Coast
Gymnastics
Club

Disappointed that the needs for gymnastics was not included in
the report. They have a large member base and are facing some
uncertainty in regards to their current location and
usability/cost implications into the future.

The need to find a home for circus is
mentioned in 9.3.6. This section states
that as sport grows there will need to be
consideration for an alternative home for
circus as the current operation of the
group out of BRAC is restrictive to their
activities as well as other sports.
Due to the uncertainty and unknown level
of security in their current location at the

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

29/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.
29/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.
29/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

29/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

29/11/2018 Circus and dance
does not seem to be
a focus within the
report.

As a rate payer and parent of two children, 12yo and 13yo, I
urge the Shire to reinstate permanent soccer goals as a priority.
Soccer is the first sporting love of both children (one male, one
female) and desperately want to get out and practice the game,
however, there is no access to soccer goals to make it the real
deal.
I’ve been made aware that the priority for permanent soccer
goals have been moved from high priority to a low priority, I
think this should be reinstated to a high priority.

high school, it is suggested that
investigations be undertaken in a similar
method to the circus to look for potential
co - location in an alternate/private
facility.
The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

Bethanie
Nicholls

Parent

N/A

Joshua May

Previous
player

N/A

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Member of
soccer
association

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Member of
soccer
association

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Parent

N/A

The need to find a home for circus is
mentioned in 9.3.6. This section states
that as sport grows there will need to be
consideration for an alternative home for
circus as the current operation of the
group out of BRAC is restrictive to their
activities as well as other sports. This is
similar to developing situation with
gymnastics at the Broome Senior High
School.

That item 9.3.6 be amended to
include the need to assist
gymnastics in finding a location to
operate from in a facility that
better fits their needs. Potential for
co location in a separate external
facility.

Please reinstate permanent soccer goals in Broome as high
Gemma Acland
priority for the shire. I have been a member of the BSA since
arriving in Broome 5 years ago. I was the secretary for 2 years. I
saw the dedicated efforts of volunteers at BSA which help make
the incredible junior soccer participation rates in Broome
possible. There is also lots of youth and men's and women's
soccer participation. I saw the difficulties associated with
portable goals. They are expensive, delicate and easily damaged.
It should be a priority for the Shire to support the BSA and
soccer in Broome with a clear plan which places a high priority
on the establishment of permanent goals In Broome - the
current situation with portable goals is not workable and does
not allow for the continued growth and popularity of soccer.
I have been involved with soccer for the last six years and have
Natasha Mavec
thoroughly enjoyed the sport and community. I am very
disappointed to see fixed soccer goals have become a low
priority. I would urge you to reconsider that stance. There are
no dedicated soccer facilities, even though our junior soccer
participation is among the biggest in Australia! Fixed goals are
something all can enjoy, whether official matches or families
having a kick around. Broome needs fixed soccer goals!
The new development for Sports at the BRAC, leaves the Arts,
Fiona Black
dance and circus a little behind. Both my girls have done circus
for over 3 years now and have grown with confidence, talent
and fitness. The class promotes all of these skills and more,
focusing on good health mentally and physically. It’s a shame
facilities aren’t accommodating these activities in Broome as it
represents an awful lot of kids.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

29/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

After reading the draft plans for the upgrades for the recreation
BRAC area I believe that the Soccer has been over looked as a
priority.
Facts:
Broome Soccer is the number 1 activity for boys and equal 4th
for girls
Broome Soccer’s members came in at close to 500
Broome’s Soccer came in participation / membership as one of
the 6 activities that were significantly higher than the national
average.
Broome Soccer is great for all ages and teenagers, soccer was
played 3 out of 4 school terms, which is more than other sports
that only go for a term or term and a half.
Please reconsider moving fixed goals for soccer to a high priority
with permanent playing ground. Broome Soccer is growing with
this year sending teams to both Port Hedland and Perth. Also,
several high school students were picked to play overseas. With
access to an oval designated for soccer they could continue to
grow and train more often. Please consider moving this from a
low priority to HIGH priority.
29/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
The new plans look great.
courts/multipurpose I can’t wait to visit Broome and play on the new squash courts. I
space
love coming to the Broome Open. It has a great atmosphere and
draws crowds from all over the state. With more squash courts
on the horizon this will be able to boost the numbers for
tournaments, and visitors to beautiful Broome.

Tammy Scholte

Parent

N/A

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Lisa Christou

N/A

N/A

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

28/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of permanent
soccer goals.

Tim Gray

Youth/Junior
Coordinator

Broome
Soccer
Association

The need for permanent soccer goals at
BRAC was identified by the consultant as a
high priority.

That the submission be noted and
the soccer goals returned to a high
priority project. Minimal financial
impact as a low cost item.

Jamie Herring

Club Captain

Bunbury
Squash Club

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Broome
Squash Club

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

BROOME
BASKETBALL
ACADEMY

Including fans in the indoor stadium
would benefit both sport and recreation
participants and members of the public
seeking shelter during cyclones.

That the submission be noted.
Adjustable backboards to be
included for junior use, but not to
update the ring type. Remain at a
base level of equipment.

Requesting installation of permanent soccer goals at BRAC be
included as a high priority rather than low. There are no fixed
goals in Broome despite the sport being amongst the highest
participated. Portable goals carry risks when transporting both
to people and the goals themselves, cost more to buy and
maintain, and encourages unauthorised use.
28/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts in Broome to allow
courts/multipurpose Broome squash tournaments to grow by inviting more of
space
Bunbury Squash Club members to attend.
27/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Broome Squash Club hope that the Shire sees fit to invest in
courts/multipurpose three additional multipurpose courts at BRAC through the 2018space
21 period and is ready to work with the Shire to see it come to
fruition.
Squash is currently operating at capacity due to the limited
number of courts available. Extending into other nights would
take away from the social aspect. But the Shire could generate
more income from more social use. Extended courts would
encourage more invitational tournaments (triple the
participation numbers) The multi purpose aspect would also
encourage other sports to be played at BRAC.
23/11/2018 Fans in the indoor
Including large fans in the indoor stadium to assist with air flow
stadium
for sport and recreation activities, but also when being used as a
cyclone shelter. This would assist with reducing humidity level,
reduce slipping hazards due to sweat and be an economical
solution.

Nick Linton

Director

23/11/2018 Feedback on item
10 (priority project
listing) - Installation
of height adjustable
backboards and new
rings.

A more modern backboard and ring allows for junior
competitions to be played more easily and assists in raising the
skill level, as well as making logistics of junior set up easier.
More modern rings would reduce the risk of injury from
dunking, and assist in developing skills.

21/11/2018 1.3.15 Pool
Clubroom/meeting
room/creche

Installing adjustable backboards would
provide a base level service provision to
junior basketballers. Addition of more
modern rings and backboards would be
viewed as over an above the basic level of
servicing for the sport.

Include the fan as high priority item
and seek potential for funds from
emergency type funding programs
for shelter seekers comfort in the
cyclone shelter.

Supportive of the development of this area. Club is committed
to contributing financially to the construction/fit out of the
space. Keen to utilise the space for club meetings/land based
training/recording station for key events, and to showcase
trophies and club history.
21/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts in Broome. Would
courts/multipurpose increase club membership and opportunity to host larger
space
tournaments up to 160 people from across WA and interstate.

Naomi Findlay

President

BROOME
BARRACUDAS
SWIMMING
CLUB

The clubroom area is listed as a high
priority. Contribution from the Broome
Barracudas would be viewed favourably.

That the submission be noted, and
the club/meeting/creche space on
pool deck remain as a high priority
project.

Glenn
Bridgeman

Club Captain

BROOME
SQUASH CLUB

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

17/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts in Broome as it provides
courts/multipurpose opportunity for increased participation in squash and sport from
space
juniors to seniors ages. The new courts can broaden sport and
activity options for people in Broome.
20/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts in Broome. Would
courts/multipurpose increase the potential for both primary and high schools to use
space
the area for classes/lessons. The club would increase
opportunity to run effective coaching programs in conjunction
with schools in the area.
20/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts
courts/multipurpose
space

Andrew Waters

Committee/Lif
e member

BROOME
SQUASH CLUB

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Chris Migliore

Physical
Education
specialist

ROEBUCK
PRIMARY
SCHOOL

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Catriona
Webster

Member

BROOME
SQUASH CLUB

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

The Shire of Broome's Recreation Trails
Masterplan covers this information.

That the submission be noted.

A Sailing Clubhouse falls under Category
Three in the proposed Philosophy and
rationale; Sport Specific Clubs. Support
could be provided should Council see an
economic benefit for the Shire and
community.
Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the Shire continue to assist with
supporting the sailing club to lease
some land at the turf club.

Cycle and footpath
connections
19/11/2018 Sailing Club
clubhouse and boat
storage facility

No strategies around increasing cycle or pathways around town.
Seeking inclusion of a Sailing Club clubhouse and storage facility
adjacent to a suitable launch area in the Sport and Recreation
Plan and the Shire of Broome Corporate Business plan.

13/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
I have just read with great interest the Broome Sport and
courts/multipurpose Recreation Masterplan. I was very excited to read about the
space
proposed construction of 3 new squash courts. Having visited
Broome for the past 3 years with my family by invitation to
compete in the Broome Invitational squash tournament I was so
impressed with the place I bought my extended family up
recently for a 2 week holiday. As the owner of 3 squash centres
in Perth I have told many or our members about how good the
event is. With only 2 courts players can currently only play by
invitation from the Broome Squash Club and entrants have been
limited to 64. An additional 3 courts would allow 160 entrants
for the event and I am confident I could bring at least 40-50
additional players from my clubs alone to Broome for this
tournament.

Phil Cox

Commodore

BROOME
SAILING CLUB

Kane Fasolo

N/A

Squash World

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

12/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
The Broome Fitness Centre at BRAC will be an excellent
courts/multipurpose addition. The new squash courts, gym/fitness training area,
space
improved change rooms and additional storage areas will make
it a 5 star facility.

Jodi Kirk

N/A

Broome
Squash Club

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Lana Reed

Member

Broome
Squash Club

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Derek Nunn

N/A

N/A

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Susan Burton

Manager of
Community
Engagement
and policy.

Department of
Communities

There is no reference to early childhood
years within the Sport and Recreation
document but projects that relate to that
age range include the high priority
projects of pool playground, courts
playground, creche facilities on pool deck.

That the submission be noted and
the creche and playground projects
identified be retained as high
priorities.

Sue Urquhart

Committee
member

Broome
Squash Club

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Santosa
Guzzetta

N/A

Member of
public

Building three new squash courts is listed
as a high priority in the Sport and
Recreation Plan.

That the submission be noted and
the squash/multipurpose space
remain as a high priority item.

Broome Squash Club attracts a large number of players and
supporters. It runs a junior and senior competition, with two
season in the year. The increased court space, would allow the
club to have more teams involved. There are already over 100
players attached to the club. It would be wonderful for the club
to have the resources that will see the club grow in the future.
The Squash Club also runs an invitational each year, attracting
players from all around the state. This is a wonderful event that
not only allows the Broome club to network and build strong,
lasting relationships with other clubs, it also show cases
Broome. Many players form outside of Broome, bring their
families and spend a few extra days either side of the
invitational to see the natural splendour of Broome, taste the
delights of the region and enjoy experiences that can only be
had here.
12/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
I’m writing to show support for the building of new multi
courts/multipurpose purpose air conditioned courts at BRAC as part of the Sport And
space
Rec Shire plan.
These courts can be used for squash, badminton, table tennis,
fitness classes, personal training sessions, crèche etc in air
conditioned comfort.
11/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Great news! This is a long overdue and very necessary
courts/multipurpose development for the Broome Squash Club.
space
I look forward to locking in my annual family holiday to
incorporate the ‘Broome Invitational’ squash tournament each
May for many years to come.
09/11/2018 Early years/
Children's strategy.

Need to include reference to the role of playgroups, toy libraries
and other childhood settings to meet the needs of younger
children and their parents.

And support the inclusion of projects that include providing for
the early years age range such as creche facilities and
playgrounds.
08/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
I am writing to express my support for the Sport and Recreation
courts/multipurpose Masterplan and the proposal to develop 3 Squash Courts at
space
BRAC. I am a Life Member at Broome Squash Club and have
watched it blossom over the years. Through hard work,
dedicated volunteers and commitment we are at full capacity
and unable to expand any further with our pennant, juniors and
regional tournaments. Having 3 more courts will be beneficial in
many ways.
08/11/2018 1.3.10 Squash
Supportive of building three new courts in Broome as it could
courts/multipurpose expand squash and bring more people to Broome.
space

